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Breakdown Nucleation
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Evolution of a Breakdown
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• Vacuum breakdown: runaway process involving heating of a 
field-emission site resulting in a breakdown plasma.
• Large current density causes heating, heating causes more electron 

emission.

• Breakdowns are sporadic and occur randomly: evidence of 
some nucleation process (small initial perturbation to start 
the runaway).



Electric field

Nucleation in CLIC Structures
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• The electric field inside CLIC RF structures applies a very strong attractive force to the copper surface 
(> 160 MPa assuming β=30), enough to cause plastic deformation.

• This deformation occurs along slip planes, and a sharp, field-enhancing feature can suddenly appear 
on the surface. 

• Some of these features can result in thermal runaway and breakdown.

• Dislocation motion on small scales is stochastic: explains stochastic behaviour of breakdowns.

Experiment showing 
deformation along slip planes



Quantitative Results
• Theoretical work from Jerusalem shows this explanation is consistent with the 
𝐵𝐷𝑅 ∝ 𝐸30 dependence seen in high-gradient experiments.

• Dark-current spikes caused by subcritical nucleation events have been 
measured in DC experiments at CERN.
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Number of mobile dislocations per 

slip plane

260 MV/m

200 MV/m

230 MV/m

Consistent with 

𝐵𝐷𝑅 ∝ 𝐸0
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Implications of Nucleation: Conditioning
• If breakdowns need nucleation events to occur, then preventing nucleation should prevent breakdowns.

• Dislocation mobility is related to the ductility of a material.

• Conditioning is thought to occur via hardening due to repeated pulsed stress: rate of nucleation events was 
observed to decrease at the DC electrodes conditioned.

• Hard Cu DC electrodes condition much faster, a test of a hard Cu RF structure is planned.
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Rate of nucleation events vs. E 
field and conditioning:
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Conditioning of hard vs. soft Cu DC electrodes:



Implications of Nucleation: Materials
• If breakdowns need nucleation events to occur, then preventing nucleation should prevent 

breakdowns.

• Dislocation mobility is related to the ductility of a material.

• Other materials than copper have superior breakdown performance, but there are often 
complications.
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Maximum E field reached by DC samples: CLIC structure disc with tungsten iris:



Implications of Nucleation: Temperature
• If breakdowns need nucleation events to occur, then preventing nucleation should prevent 

breakdowns.

• Dislocation motion is known to depend strongly on temperature.

• Cryogenic breakdown experiments show significant improvement in maximum E-field.
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DC electrode results, Uppsala:
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Field increased until 
breakdown occurred.

X-band RF cavity results, SLAC:



Breakdown Onset 
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Evolution of a Breakdown, Again
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• After nucleation, thermal 
runaway and plasma formation 
occur.

• The breakdown takes a short but 
finite time to develop (c. 200 ps).

• Many charged particles produced 
in the process – accelerating 
these particles requires a large 
influx of power.

• If power flow is insufficient, the 
field will decrease and the 
breakdown can be extinguished.



Power Absorbed by a Nascent Breakdown
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Peak power demand during 
breakdown onset!



Breakdown-Loaded Electric Field

• The ultimate achievable gradient is a function of available power, like 
with Sc.

• 𝑆𝑐 = 𝑅𝑒 𝐸 × 𝐻 +
1
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𝐼𝑚{𝐸 × 𝐻}

• Consider power during BD onset, not before! 

• The current emitted by a nascent breakdown is a function of the 
surface E field.

• But the local surface E field decreases under BD loading, caused by 
the emitted current. 

• Higher sustained E field under loading = higher BDR.

• Maximum gradient depends on both the unloaded E field, and how 
well power can be supplied to sustain the field.



Dependence on properties

Unloaded E field at 
the breakdown site

Slope determined by 
source impedance
= power coupling

Different loaded field, depending 
on source impedance

Emission characteristic of a nascent breakdown



Calculation of Breakdown Impedance
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• Breakdown impedance can be calculated with an analytical circuit model of a coupled-cell RF 
structure.

• Impedance is closely related to group velocity.

• Correlation between group velocity and breakdown performance has been noted by others.

• Can be calculated numerically via the coupling impedance to a small antenna representing the 
breakdown.
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Breakdown-Loading Model Results 

15Structure post-mortem: E. R. Castro

Breakdown locations vs. ScBreakdown locations vs. E field

• The model has successfully reproduced many behaviours seen in 
experiment, including:

• Tendency of breakdowns to cluster close the to input of TW structures despite 
tapering.

• Breakdown locations in the CLIC Crab Cavity following the E field pattern but not the Sc 
pattern (below).

• Correct dependence on group velocity in TW structures.
• Breakdowns on edges of DC electrodes despite uniform E field (right).
• Gap size dependence in DC experiments.

• The key insight is that power coupling is crucial.



Thank You
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